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9. Strategic outlook 

10. Financial Adviser regulation/enforcement and Enforcement Special Account (ESA) funding 

• ASIC explained their intention. Treasury indicated support. They would like this resolved if 
possible prior to 5 September. Action required.  

11. CALDB appointments 

12. Superannuation fund financial reporting and audit  

Other 

On Friday ASIC were releasing the CBA license conditions and a class order regarding the 
wholesale/retail distinction for SMSF trustees (clarifying the 2.5m vs 10m threshold).  
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ASIC-TREASURY LIAISON MEETING - SYDNEY 

Thursday, 25 February 2016  3:00pm – 5:00pm 

Meeting Notes 

 
1. ASIC capability review   

A short overview of the status of the capability review was given. 

ASIC is settling detail on how it may increase its strategic focus and will provide to 
Treasury shortly. 

It was noted that timing of next steps was tied with user pays – with both being pushed 
back to April/early May. 

It was noted how it was needed to be considered in the context of a number of other 
moving parts, such as ASIC registry. 

User pays was discussed. Treasury, with ASIC input, was still refining the model and 
resolving issues. A decision may be made in the Budget, or possibly afterwards. 

Treasury undertook to clarify how the measure is treated in the Budget.  

2. FSI Implementation 

2.1 Timing and priorities  

2.2 Collaboration on CIPR  

2.3 Development of revised Statements of Expectation  

A high level overview of the progress of FSI implementation was given. 

The impact on scheduling due to other government priorities was discussed: particularly 
fintech and professional standards and their potential impact on other items such as 
product intervention/distribution regulation. 

ASIC raised the interconnections between intervention/distribution and the fintech work. 
The Capability Review recommendation regarding rewriting the Corporations Act was 
discussed – that better law would support fintech and innovation; and that powers such as 
product intervention powers could support more principle based and less prescriptive 
law. 

CIPR: Treasury gave an overview on progress and what would be covered by the discussion 
paper due by mid-year. 

ASIC will come back to Treasury with contacts/a coordinator for seeking assistance in 
putting together the paper. 

ASIC noted that this paper was a good case for having a behavioural economics overlay. 
There was some discussion on the relevance of cognitive decline in seniors. Treasury 
noted this had come up in the context of financial advice and superannuation work. 

ASIC is to send a Flinders University research paper on cognitive decline. 
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The interconnections between the enforcement review and the product intervention 
powers work was noted. 

Statement of Expectations: ASIC noted that care was needed to ensure that regulator 
independence was not infringed, including anything that resulted in a bad FSAP review 
against the principle of securities regulator independence. 

ASIC to come back with its position and response to the Capability Review findings on a 
statement of expectations. 

Treasury could engage with ASIC on this through Andrew Fawcett. 

There was a need for consistency on some aspects with APRA, PSB and other regulators, 
but tailored to ASIC on others.  Treasury will ensure a meeting between regulators as part 
of the process (in April), but ASIC will also have bilateral discussions. 

Treasury will come back to ASIC in April with a first draft for comment. 

3. Financial advice reforms: Process  

3.1 Professional standards 

3.2 Life insurance 

The inclination of the Government to have a new government body to set professional 
standards for financial advisers was discussed. 

The resourcing requirements of a government body were discussed, including the 
different demands during implementation versus ongoing, and whether it was standalone 
or collocated with another agency.  

The diversity of affected stakeholders in relation to professional standards was discussed, 
in particular in respect of the impact of this on:  obtaining and maintaining consensus on 
positions and the suitability of an industry led body/solution. 

The ability of the industry to self-organise was discussed. 

ASIC noted that the trust deficit in relation to financial advisors was so large that this 
might support a government body as opposed to an industry body. 

Life Insurance funding was discussed. ASIC is proceeding with a minimal approach to their 
review at this time. 

Some negative feedback from consumers has already been received regarding the private 
sector Code being developed by the FSC. ASIC is going to write to the FSC regarding the 
areas that may need further work. 

Update on progress of legislation given. 

There may be a 4Corners story in first week march regarding poor conduct in insurance 
industry claims space (as opposed to sales or commissions). 

ASIC will issue a report shortly on insurance sales through car yards – they had seen 
evidence of less than ideal consumer outcomes. 



There was a discussion on organisational culture, the possible role of the ABA in making 
admissions etc regarding there being a problem, but also the role of individual 
organisations also admitting a problem. ASIC noted that a number of organisations were 
doing so. 

The APRA Governance and Culture Unit was discussed; the different role they play (more 
internal less client facing) and that ASIC worked with and shared information with them. 

4. Innovation  

Treasury noted the risks from housing arising from ‘innovation’ (as an example) and noted 
that there was a question as to what is meant by innovation/fintech. 

ASIC advised that industries response to the innovation hub was positive. 

ASIC advised that it was already doing what the FSA is proposing. Trevor Power has 
already been provided by ASIC with a comparative table. 

The timing of ASIC issuing its robo advice and marketplace guidance was discussed. 
Trevor will check and respond to ASIC regarding apparent mixed messages regarding if 
ASIC should proceed now. 

ASIC advised that the PJC impaired loan inquiry had sought ASIC secondees to look at 
cases. ASIC declined but offered to look at anything referred to it. 

The “too small to care too big to ignore” approach to regulation was mentioned. ASIC 
exploring whether it could relieve requirements for new players but concerns regarding 
creating unlevel playing fields was noted. 

CSEF: Pty inclusion was the next step in work, but ASIC noted that considering an 
extension to debt raising was more important. 

Use of client money to fund social impact bonds in UK was discussed, together with 
impact on Government decisions on this possibility locally. 

Treasury is to send around a paper on the ratings of countries’ supportiveness for 
innovation. Australia was rated 6 out of 7, but the paper indicates that regulation is not 
the main concern. 

ASIC will share information on corporate governance of mutuals in US. 
 
5. ASIC industry funding model   

ASIC reiterated their position on excluded activities from the funding model, particularly 
they wanted ESA and financial literacy in the industry funding portion. 

6. Registry separation  

The status of the process was summarised. 

Noted that an issue was whether we wanted a one stop shop in government verses out of 
government. 



ASIC noted that the work they had done on in-government options was based on previous 
work (such as as part of the commercialisation work) in order to support its defensibility. 

ASIC noted the risks of technology becoming redundant, noting blockchain. 

ASIC noted that further work by them was unfunded, and that this would impact on work 
such as reviewing law reforms. Treasury would seek to have this addressed as part of the 
decision making process. 

Noted that postage increases alone may add $700,000 to ASIC costs.  Noted that ASIC 
options assume law reforms on both lodgement and notification processes to support 
electronic communication.  Treasury confirmed that all options are looking to include law 
reforms. 

7. Other items  

7.1 Client monies  

7.2 Financial Market Infrastructure: Developments: Delegation by Minister to 
ASIC, Competition in Clearing Announcements, Market reforms.  

Overview of progress of client money reforms given. 

Overview of progress on delegations given. It was noted that this is likely to be an iterative 
process to finalising the framework to support delegations. 

Competition in equities clearing. This remains with the Government. 

Examination of ASX blockchain proposals continuing.  Comment was made that any system 
would need to be ‘competition enabled’. 

Discussion of signing options for Asian Funds Passport in light of possible funding outcomes. 
Treasury would come back with information on who could sign and timings. 

ASIC raised market licensing regime. It was noted that the CSEF bill had gone some way 
to addressing concerns and what further to do would be a function of other reform 
processes.  

Attendees 

ASIC:  
Greg Medcraft 
Peter Kell 
John Price (VC) 
Greg Tanzer 
Greg Kirk 
Andrew Fawcett 
Amber Rowland 
Sophie Waller (VC) 
Allan Worsley 

Treasury:  
John Lonsdale 
Meghan Quinn 
Ian Beckett (by phone) 
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ASIC-TREASURY LIAISON MEETING 
 

ASIC, 100 MARKET STREET, SYDNEY 
Friday, 7 July 2017 
9.00am – 11.20am 

 
Meeting Summary 

 
Attendees: 
 

ASIC: Treasury: 
Greg Medcraft 
Cathie Armour (by phone) 
Peter Kell  
John Price (by videolink) 
Greg Kirk 

John Lonsdale 
Kate Mills  
Kate Phipps 

 
 

1. Significant and other legislative items (Treasury) 
 
1.1. Budget measures – status and timing  

 
Treasury provided update to ASIC, noting major budget measures as: 
• Bank levy: legislation has passed Senate; and 
• Bank package: SPRING T 2017 status - includes BEAR, crisis management, and 

will address definition of “bank” and clarify APRA’s powers 
 
Discussion ensued as to “bank” definition – whether should be wide or narrow. 
Included discussion of nexus between “bank” and policy of not allowing banks to 
fail as basis for retaining narrower definition. 
 
ASIC queried overlap between BEAR and ASIC enforcement review. Treasury 
affirmed internal teams were taking a co-ordinated approach to each to ensure 
best policy outcome and maintenance of twin peaks regulatory model. 
 
ASIC identified concerns about perceived unwillingness of front-line APRA staff 
to share information with ASIC about misconduct because of concerns of 
damage to APRA-ADI relationships, though noted the level of sharing had 
improved recently. Treasury affirmed it is aware of issue of information sharing 
between each and would be looking at this in the policy and legislative design 
process.  
 

1.2. Product Intervention Power 
 
Treasury noted PIP and related product design/distributor obligations on track 
with exposure draft expected late this year for Winter T 2018 introduction.  
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General discussion ensued as to scope of power, range of interventions ASIC 
may make with power and timeframe of any bans. Treasury noted original 
intention and concerns raised by stakeholders that it be narrow in compass, 
used in exceptional circumstances, and as a temporary measure. 
 
ASIC affirmed seeking, conversely: 
 

• broad scope (coverage of products which are source of consumer 
detriment that do not fall easily within existing statutory definitions of 
financial product eg. funeral insurance, warranties or are only covered 
under the ASIC Act and not the Corporations Act – ASIC perception is that 
the former products are worse from a consumer perspective and that 
constraining the PIP to financial products under the Corps Act will cause 
some licensees to shift sales focus to these worse products),  

• ability to intervene in diverse areas including remuneration of financial 
advisers (ASIC perception is that products are ok but inappropriate for 
classes of consumers because adviser remuneration geared to sales 
rather than suitability of product), and 

• longer timeframe for interventions or ability to extend (ASIC perception 
is that 18 months is too short, especially if Government promising to 
legislate to address issue and legislative or political agenda is hijacked). 

 
Discussion ensued as to potential legislative design or other solutions to meet 
ASIC concerns, including whether ability to intervene in broader class of matters 
such as remuneration might be considered separately by the ASIC Enforcement 
Review Taskforce (it is considering an ASIC request for a licensee directions 
power), given ASIC’s concern is not the product but who it is spruiked to. ASIC 
demurred on basis that the directions power sought is narrow ie licensee 
focused, not institutional or systemic (though in principle there is no reason why 
the ASIC ERT need confined itself so narrowly in assessing need for such a 
power). Possibility of ASIC making more use of class orders was discussed in this 
context and in the context of how best to deal with the limited timeframe if ASIC 
seeking an extension. ASIC acknowledged it has broad, flexible CO powers and 
that although its COs are disallowable legislative instruments, Parliament has 
rarely, if ever, disallowed them. The alternative discussed was whether the PIP 
design could confer a right on ASIC to extend bans but subject to second review 
right on affected licensees to appeal against any extension. ASIC agreed both 
might be workable. It was also noted that its existing CO powers while extensive 
do not cover the whole of the Corps Act and it has no CO powers under its own 
Act, so there would be a gap unless the PIP confers a specific CO power upon 
ASIC. 
 
ASIC affirmed it would use power sparingly and as part of a graduated approach 
to resolving issues with licensees, in keeping, apparently, with ASIC’s current 
approach to enforcement generally (It is probable however that industry will 
look to see this is codified in conditions on the exercise of the power as ASIC’s 
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enforcement approach generally was identified in the ASIC capability review as 
key expectations mismatch). 
 
ASIC agreed to provide empirical evidence in support of its bid to broaden PIP 
and formal confirmation that it would be used peremptorily in urgent cases only 
where substantial consumer detriment was imminent/occurring, and otherwise 
as part of a graduated enforcement approach. 
 

1.3. Implementation of ASIC Industry Funding – next steps  
 

Discussion centred on 2017 data collection issue. ASIC indicated it was possible 
to voluntarily seek from industry data needed to issue more reliable levy 
calculations to limit “sticker shock” (industry complaints that actual levies 
radically vary from earlier estimates provided by ASIC on older data). ASIC 
remains concerned that industry will not volunteer data but agreed that the 
voluntary approach would limit the ability of industry to complain it wasn’t given 
a chance to provide newer data for levy calculations to improve accuracy. 

 
2. Update on legislative priorities (not otherwise discussed) (Treasury) 

 
Treasury updated ASIC on legislative priorities and timing in relation to bills of 
specific interest to ASIC, namely: 
 

〉 Banking Pack: Spring T 2017 
〉 Phoenixing: at policy design stage 
〉 Ramsay EDR: Spring T 2017 
〉 CCIVs/ARFP: Spring A 2017 (slipped from Spring T due to sheer 

complexity of drafting) 
〉 Sandbox: Spring T 2017 
〉 PIP: Winter T 2018 
〉 Remove ASIC from PSA: no date – likely 2019 unless external drafting 

resources provide opportunity to introduce in 2018 
〉 Competition mandate: as for PSA removal 

 
In context of latter two, Treasury noted it and OPC had been given additional 
funding to deal with huge legislative drafting schedule, which included using 
external law firms (eg. HSF/KWM) to draft legislation to expedite finalisation and 
introduction of bills. Treasury noted it is in discussions with OPC about this and 
experimenting with low risk legislation (ie simple, without tentacles everywhere 
such as the PSA removal and competition mandate), to see how effective the se 
of external firms may be. 
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3. Significant items (ASIC) 
 
3.1. Implementation of the Ramsay EDR review recommendations  

 
Brief discussion of status of the Review. ASIC noted concerns with transitional 
issues for existing EDR clearing complaint/claims while in run-off mode without 
sufficient staff (staff expected to seek to move to AFCA) and funding. ASIC noted 
that ASIC industry funding could be used to assist clearance rates to smooth 
transition and allay industry/consumer concerns. Treasury noted ASIC concerns 
and expectation that once approach to transition and funding is communicated, 
these concerns should be addressed. 
 

3.2. Public Audit Inspection Report (for the 18 months to 31 December 2016) 
 
ASIC reported upon findings of its rolling program of assessing the quality of 
company audit reviews – approximately 50% were found to contain significant 
deficiencies which was an increase since its last review but broadly in line with 
overseas experience. Key issues emerged in respect of: 

〉 the treatment of asset impairments,  
〉 recognition of revenue,  
〉 the culture of audit firms (lack of professional scepticism because 

companies pay auditors, audits seen as loss leading within firms and not 
high profile enough to attract top talent at all or for very long, and focus 
of partners on bringing in new business so not undertaking quality 
assurance role in audits), and 

〉 lack of evidence/testing of results – a trend made worse by increasing 
globalisation of company businesses and corresponding increased 
reliance upon offshore checks which can be of widely varying quality) 

 
ASIC noted the international efforts to address audit quality and co-operative 
stance of large accounting firms which have committed to improve quality and 
to reduce the 50% deficiency to 25% by 2019, but privately considers this 
timeline unrealistic. 
 
Perceived reasons for decline in audit quality are cultural (see above) and 
primarily the lack of auditor independence because companies pay auditors. 
ASIC’s view is that existing statutory independence requirements have not 
assisted because firms don’t value audit work and audit firm rotations don’t 
work because in large, diverse enterprises incoming auditors have huge 
company learning curve so it can take years before they have the sophistication 
to know and willingness to challenge company account presentations effectively.  
 
ASIC does not consider Australia can take a unilateral approach to this as it’s an 
international issue and needs to be solved at that level. It does not believe the 
issue can be solved without establishing an independent body to appoint 
auditors and on-charge audit costs to clients so the nexus between auditors and 
client payment is broken. ASIC also noted that audit partner rotation rather than 
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firm rotation as currently mandated by law, may also assist, as may the advent 
of artificial intelligence – AI is being used in some areas now and is superior 
because it can review 100% of the particular accounting entries and underlying 
data rather than the sampling approach currently used in most audits. 
 

3.3. Updates from ASIC: 
 

3.3.1. ASIC's Ageing Population Project – Area of increasing focus for ASIC 
Particular concern about aged care advice given by aged care providers 
due to conflicting interests inherent in this. ASIC expects to release a 
report later this year. 

 
3.3.2. Wealth Management Project – ASIC provided an update on adviser 

compliance workstream (this involved the 4 big retail banks and AMP and 
found there were serious compliance issues with at least 170 advisers only 
about half of which had been the subject of s.912D Corps Act breach 
reports to ASIC), the My Super action against Westpac (and likely a couple 
of other banks to follow), the fees for service workstream and conflict of 
interest management in large entities – both of the latter will be the 
subject of reports later this year. 
 
ASIC noted it is also working on a narrative plan that will enable it to say 
(on completion of above activities) that it has dealt with past misconduct 
of large institutions via a combination of enforcement action (bans, 
reforms within institutions and compensation for consumers), and 
Government legislative reforms (FOFA, professional standards, PIP etc) so 
can now focus on looking forward. 
 
ASIC noted it cannot exclude the risk of a major collapse of large fin service 
provider scandal occurring that could reignite calls for a Royal Commission, 
but it can show it has taken decisive action to deal with cultural issues in 
tandem with Government reforms. 
 
There was also discussion in this context about the issue of vertical 
integration but acknowledgement that FOFA has had the positive effect of 
forcing banks to be competitive in relation to products and pricing so that 
although there was still a lot of emphasis among the big 5 (banks and 
AMP) on product switching, customers are probably not worse off as the 
products they are being switched into are comparable. The main lingering 
issue ASIC perceives in this area is with back book repricing out of cycle 
and the adverse impact this is having on consumers. ASIC has raised this 
concern with the Productivity Commission. 

 
3.3.3. Competition – no update provided 
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4. Strategic Policy discussion (Treasury/ASIC) 
 
Discussion focused on the BBSW actions against 3 of the 4 retail banks, the combined 
cost impact of these actions upon the ESA and other enforcement activities, and the 
prospect of ASIC running more test cases. 
 
ASIC’s current estimate is that the BBSW cases will cost it $38m assuming it is 
successful and there are no appeals (the latter is not a safe assumption – the banks 
would almost certainly appeal so there could be an additional $5m to $10m in appeal 
costs for ASIC).  

 
 

  
 

 
and more intensive 

financial planning and litigation forecasting over a longer time horizon so it can model 
the impact on the ESA and make more strategic assessments as to its enforcement 
activities generally to manage the ESA more effectively. ASIC considers however that 
the ESA should be brought back to pre-efficiency dividend levels (approximately $35m 
p.a.), and preferably increased commensurate with the expansion of its powers and 
need to investigate/enforce more than previously. 
 
ASIC believes the BBSW case signals a willingness to take on more test cases and less 
risk aversion. There are no other appropriate test cases on the horizon at present but 
ASIC expects there will be in the next few years as there are a number of new areas of 
law that are as yet largely untested including FOFA (although it has a case running at 
present), responsible lending and wealth management and that these will continue to 
be run against the large banks because of their conflicts created by their integrated 
business model.   
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
5. General business (Treasury) 

 
5.1. Financial Sector Advisory Council meeting next week 

 
Treasury noted that in ASIC’s case, FSAC’s focus was likely to be on ASIC’s progress in 
implementing the Capability Review and that it has also suggested FSAC focus 

s 47E(d)

s 47C
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specifically upon 5 areas, namely whether it has identified the right strategic priorities 
and risks, industry consultation and engagement, facilitating and understanding 
business, promoting competition and regulator co-operation – all of which were also 
identified in the ASIC Capability Review. 
 
ASIC indicated that it has completed implementation of the Review and will make 
available to Treasury a written outline of what that has involved. 
 

5.2 CAMAC 
 

ASIC considers CAMAC should be reinstated as it did useful policy work and could 
now be funded though ASIC industry funding. ASIC also raised concerns about sign-
off of outstanding CAMAC 2014 and 2015 accounts – the Chairman wants a letter of 
comfort from Treasury as it provided the CAMAC secretariat and prepared the 
underlying accounts but this had not been provided. Treasury indicated it would 
review both matters.  

 
Meeting ended at 11.20am 
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o A guide on crypto assets and ICO will be released in the next 2-3 weeks. 
o A paper/review of TPD insurance will be released before the end of the financial year. 
o ASIC is generally laying pretty low during caretaker, but noted that a number of media requests are 

coming through.  
o The Chair and a few of the Commissioners will be speaking publicly in the week after next (i.e. week 

of 21 May).  
 
Agenda Item 5 – Other issues 

• It was agreed that discussion on the strategic policy item for discussion at the August quarterly liaison 
meeting should be deferred to the next meeting, once the outcome of the election is known. 

 
Kind regards, 
 

 
Consumer and Corporations Policy Division 
The Treasury, Langton Crescent, Parkes ACT 2600 
phone: +61 2  
email: @treasury.gov.au 
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• The legislative program is still in the process of being finalised but will hopefully be circulated in the next 
few days. 

o Legislating the personal income tax cuts is the biggest focus. Other priorities include introducing 
legislation on:  

 
 

• There is no split between Autumn and Spring sittings this year. 
• CCIVs and ARFP have moved to different teams in both ASIC and Treasury. 
• Treasury and ASIC working to ensure the legislative protocol is observed on projects including: phoenixing; 

employee share schemes; RegMod/DINs; and ASIC industry funding model regulations.  
 

Agenda Item 4 – Upcoming reports and other significant public releases or speeches 
• No updates from Treasury. 
• ASIC advised of the following big things coming up: 

o Cyber resilience paper in late June or early July 
o Consultation paper and report on consumer credit insurance 
o Report on insurance and fraud claims 
o Review of Australian equity market cleanliness in July 
o Report on early users of the PIP 
o Possibly two more consultation papers on Royal Commission matters (depending on roadmap) 
o Public hearings on responsible lending (RG209) in late July/early August 
o James Shipton speaking at CEDA in two weeks 
o James Shipton speaking at ANU next week 
o John Price speaking at Governance Institute events in Sydney and Perth. 

 
Agenda Item 5 – Other issues – Update on AFCA 

• AFCA has sought approval from ASIC on some rule changes, which ASIC will likely approve on 17/6, details 
here. 

• AFCA is concerned about complaint– 6,000 are coming through each month (they were only expecting 
4,000), and there are potentially another 20,000 on the way. AFCA has met with Senator Hume. 
 

Agenda Item 5 – Other issues – Strategic policy topics for next Quarterly meeting 
• It was agreed that policy topic ideas to date are looking fine but we should hold off on settling on a topic 

until we have a steer from Ministers about the landscape and priorities. 
 
Kind regards, 
 

 
Consumer and Corporations Policy Division 
The Treasury, Langton Crescent, Parkes ACT 2600 
phone: +61 2  
email: @treasury.gov.au 
 
From:   
Sent: Monday, 13 May 2019 10:33 AM 
To: Barron, Christine  
Cc: Vincent, Lucy ;  Brukner, Charles  
Subject: 9 May ASIC/Treasury operational liaison meeting notes [DLM=For-Official-Use-Only] 
 
Hi Chris, 
 
As requested, here are my notes from the ASIC/Treasury operational liaison meeting held on Thursday 9 May 2019 
at 4.30-5.00pm via video conference. 
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Consumer and Corporations Policy Division 
The Treasury, Langton Crescent, Parkes ACT 2600 
phone: +61 2  
email: @treasury.gov.au 
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• There are some outstanding policy issues relating to CCIVs that need to be settled prior to the legislation 
being finalised. 

• The penalties issue that was identified by ASIC is being progressed.  
 

Agenda Item 4 – Upcoming reports and other significant public releases or speeches 
• The Assistant Treasurer’s Office currently has an FOI request on the Sterling case in relation to 

correspondence with ASIC. 
• ASIC advised of the following: 

o John Price will be speaking at the COSBOA National Small Business Summit at the end of August. 
o Consultation paper on using PIP is to go to the Commission for approval soon. 
o A consumer credit insurance report was released today. 
o A report on investigating fraudulent car insurance claims was released last week.  
o RLO hearings will be held in Sydney (5 August) and Melbourne (12 August).  

 
Agenda Item 5 – Other issues 

• No other items raised.  
 
Kind regards, 
 

 
Consumer and Corporations Policy Division 
The Treasury, Langton Crescent, Parkes ACT 2600 
phone: +61 2  
email: @treasury.gov.au 
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